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Avoiding Common Issues and Ensuring Availability  
of Spare Parts: The Leistritz Advantage
The Importance of Maintenance with Regular Screw Pump Installation
Regular maintenance is the bedrock of continued reliability and performance of screw pump systems. by 
adhering to a well-structured maintenance program, our customers can prevent and avoid common issues 
that may lead to break down or failures, including:
1. Clogging and Blockages: Frequent inspection and cleaning of inlet strainers can prevent clogging and 

blockages caused by debris or foreign particles, ensuring uninterrupted flow and preventing damage.
2. Internal Wear and Tear: Preventive maintenance schedules allow for early detection of wear and damage 

to screws, bearings, and mechanical seals. Timely replacements or adjustments will improve pump uptime 
and prevent and extend the lifespan of pump components.

3. Leakage and Spills: Regular inspections of gaskets and seals can prevent leaks, ensuring secure and 
efficient fluid handling and minimizing the risk of contaminating the surroundings.

4. Overheating and Cavitation: Lubrication per the operating manual and regular monitoring of pump 
operating pressure and temperature can prevent overheating and overload, issues that lead to pump 
damage and potential breakdowns.

5. Vibration and Misalignment: Vibration monitoring can detect any misalignment or running issues and 
prevent operation outside of permissible data allowing for timely correction and preventing excessive 
wear and potential failures of pump components.

The Importance of Spare Parts Availability
In addition to regular maintenance, having readily available spare parts is crucial for ensuring continuity of 
operation and to minimize downtime in case of an unexpected failure. leistritz understands the significance 
of prompt support, and provides original spare parts designed to fit your screw pumps without compromise. 
by keeping some back up spare parts on hand, businesses can:
1. Minimize Downtime: Direct access to spare parts reduces downtime in the event of unexpected pump 

failures, enabling for a quick change out and getting the pump back up and running swiftly.
2. Ensure Optimal Performance: Using only original spare parts ensures that your screw pump installation 

continues to perform at its best, maintaining desired efficiency and productivity.
3. Prevent Costly Shutdowns: Having spare parts in stock prevents delays caused by supply chain and 

shipping issues, saving both valuable time and money.
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The Leistritz Approach to Maintenance and Spare Parts  
of Screw Pump Installations
At Leistritz, we go above and beyond to provide comprehensive and efficient solutions for your screw 
pump needs
1. Tailored Maintenance Plans: We work closely with clients to develop customized preventive 

maintenance plans tailored to their specific applications and operational realities. our team ensures 
that your screw pumps receive the care they deserve.

2. Expert Technicians: Our highly skilled technicians and specialists regularly conduct preventive 
inspections and maintenance procedures, which is the best guarantee for optimal performance.

3. Original Spare Parts: Leistritz provides only FACTORY ORIGINAL spare parts designed specifically for 
your screw pumps, ensuring THE BEST reliability and performance.

4. Predictive Maintenance: We offer predictive maintenance solutions that leverage data analysis, 
trending, and real-time monitoring, detecting potential issues early to avoid unscheduled 
downtime. 

5. Global Support Network: Leistritz global support network ensures that you receive prompt 
assistance wherever you are, often from local service centers minimizing disruption to your 
operations.

Elevate your fluid handling operations 
with Leistritz’s expertise, dedication, 
and commitment to serve. 

Contact us today to explore how our maintenance 
solutions and spare parts availability can optimize 
your screw pump installation for unparalleled 
efficiency and productivity.


